1. Introduction

Industry 4.0 has received much attention in recent years and describes the trend towards increased digitization and automation of the manufacturing environment [1]. The concept mainly includes enabling technologies such as cyber-physical systems (CPS), Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing [2], resulting in a paradigm shift in industrial production [3]. While originally applied to manufacturing systems, the digital transformation of the fourth industrial revolution is also changing the construction sector [4]. However, usually, this concept mainly focuses on the dimensions of production and economic profits. This limited perspective creates multiple problems for other dimensions and often neglects sustainability aspects [5].

The construction industry is crucial for sustainable development as buildings account for 30% to 40% of the primary energy use worldwide [6] and consume up to 40% of all raw materials [7]. In particular, industrial buildings, here defined as facilities in which products are manufactured, play a key role in sustainable development as they produce and consume a significant amount of material, energy and waste in the construction and operation phases [8]. The emergence of Industry 4.0 can contribute to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [9] by evolving digital sustainable operations [10], yet most of the concepts have not gained much attention in the construction industry [1]. The essence of Industry 4.0 is inter- and transdisciplinary integration of existing and new
technologies [2]. Due to upcoming sustainability requirements, a more integrated practice in building design and a focus on early design stages is needed. This holistic approach enables and promotes the collaboration of multiple disciplines and offers real-time decision-making supports [11]. A high fragmentation of building design processes hinders the communication and management of complex design decisions. It is also challenging for scattered stakeholders to assess the impact of decisions on the project performance [12]. Moreover, interfaces and data exchange between the domain-disciplines in factory design have been little researched [13], making the integration of production system planning and building design challenging [14]. Consequently, in order to enhance sustainability, the focus should be on integrated industrial building design (IIBD), incorporating building and production planning methods already at the early design stage.

Prior research has shown that flexibility can improve the sustainability of manufacturing processes [15] and building designs [16,17]. Industry 4.0 aims to realize production in batch size of one and individualization on demand within short development periods [3]. Constant reconfiguration and expansion of production systems demand highly flexible building systems to prolong the factories service life, thereby decreasing the economic and environmental impact [18]. Yet there is a lack of formal design guidance supporting flexibility within architectural and engineering systems used for production facilities [19]. Usually, the building is planned around the product and process requirements not incorporating the capability to respond quickly enough to changes [20]. Thus, to improve the design outcome and reduce the environmental impact of industrial buildings, the building systems (envelope, load-bearing structure, building service equipment) should be designed towards increased flexibility to enable reconfiguration of manufacturing systems.

The load-bearing structure, as the most rigid element with the longest service life in a building [21] is a key determinant of the adaptability and transformability of manufacturing systems. Flexible load-bearing structures, which can be implemented by means of wide-span ceiling or girder systems, sufficiently high stories and different load carrying capacities, can prolong the building’s service life [22]. Maximizing the flexibility of building structures can minimize costs and time required for rescheduling and the identification of interdependencies to other discipline-specific systems is challenging [23]. Currently available structural analysis tools are not sufficient for the early design stage as they tend to focus on precision rather than flexibility. They also lack interoperability with other design tools [24]. Furthermore, most structural analysis methods provide feedback only to the structural engineer and do not support an integrated performance improvement [25].

Digital industrial building models that do not properly address the interaction between production and building design disciplines may later lead to inflexible solutions. The same lack of flexibility may result if structural considerations are subservient to architectural and production goals. Thus, a precondition for the realization of flexible industrial buildings for Industry 4.0 is the optimization of the load-bearing structure early in the design process and the integration of a high number of interrelated discipline-specific design parameters.

An IIBD approach requires the utilization of powerful digital tools, which allow holistic simulation, prediction and optimization to support close collaboration of all stakeholders. The digital transformation of the construction industry can be seen as a new opportunity to overcome the lack in productivity by pushing the collaboration in an interdisciplinary data-driven environment [26]. However, the models, data and processes of the disciplines involved in planning and operating of factories lack interoperability and are kept in discipline-specific silo thinking [27]. Regarding optimization and decision-support tools in factory planning, prior research has mostly been focusing on optimization on product- or manufacturing process level [28,29], energy efficiency in production [30,31] or sustainable manufacturing [32,33] and paid less attention to the integration of building structure or services information [8]. Several authors proposed models concentrating on the industrial building, evaluating the environmental performance of building elements through life-cycle assessment [34–36] or optimizing the buildings’ energy performance [37,38]. Holistic digital models that optimize industrial building structures towards maximum flexibility,
thus sustainability, receive little attention and fail to fully incorporate both production and building design.

Hence, to enable the realization of sustainable industrial buildings, load-bearing structures of maximum flexibility are required for rapid reconfigurability and adaptability of production systems. A prerequisite for IIBD is the integrated collaboration of all stakeholders from the early design stage and the development of powerful digital tools with efficient user interfaces that incorporate building and production planning knowledge. In this context, this paper addresses the lack of formal guidelines that support the design of flexible industrial buildings for the requirements of Industry 4.0 and integrate the parameters of production and building design. The main research questions addressed in this paper are: what are the critical parameters for a holistic design approach that combines building and production planning and how to generate methods, models and processes for flexible and sustainable production facilities? To answer the research questions, the following hypotheses are investigated in this paper:

**Hypothesis 1 (H1).** The primary objective for the realization of sustainable industrial buildings is to maximize the flexibility in order to accommodate the fast-moving processes of Industry 4.0.

**Hypothesis 2 (H2).** The optimization of the load-bearing structure at the early design stage is crucial for enhancing the flexibility of industrial buildings.

**Hypothesis 3 (H3).** The optimization towards maximum flexibility is characterized by a high degree of complexity and interdependencies of interdisciplinary parameters and therefore requires an integrated planning approach supported by powerful computational tools.

This paper presents ongoing research conducted within the funded research project BIMFlexi, which aims to develop a digital platform for design and optimization of flexible industrial buildings towards the needs of Industry 4.0 by integrating production and building planning. The goal of the presented research is to develop a systematic design guideline for sustainable industrial building design for Industry 4.0 that integrates building and production planning knowledge in form of a categorized parameter catalogue. The research employs the methods of literature research and expert interviews within a multiple case study to identify (O) objectives, (T) technical parameters and (P) demands on the planning process in IIBD. By analyzing the core content of the expert statements gathered from the interviews, the parameters are further classified into (S) success factors, (I) suggestions for improvement and (D) deficits. The results of this paper serve as a basis for the development of a holistic simulation, optimization and decision-making support tool for flexible IIBD, which will be addressed in the next steps of our research.

This paper is structured as follows: in the next section, the state of the art and research on Industry 4.0, flexibility and design parameters, data and model integration and decision-making support in IIBD is examined through literature review. Second, the methodology is described, where a multiple case study of five real industrial building projects with 15 conducted expert interviews is presented, followed by the analysis of the questionnaire results. Based on the analysis results, the developed design guideline in form of a categorized parameter catalogue is presented. In the concluding section, future steps and challenges are discussed.

### 2. Literature Review

The main purpose of this research is to create a design guideline for the realization of flexible industrial buildings considering Industry 4.0 needs. The study aims to increase the sustainability of production facilities through integration of building design and production planning.
2.1. Industry 4.0 and Sustainable Industrial Building Design

Sustainability at an economic, ecological and social level is an increasingly important goal in factory planning processes [39]. Industry 4.0 technologies can enable the achievement of sustainability by acting as a novel driver of traditional supply chains through digitization with the aim of resource efficiency and circularity. The development of new concepts for sustainable Industry 4.0 can lead to a greater efficiency of functions or actions by using IT-based technologies and tools for industry-specific data exchange and storage, to manage big data, to increase transparency and to improve resource efficiency [10]. Nevertheless, as Industry 4.0 concepts deploy scenarios of digitization, integration and automation, they require more materials, energy and disposal as the infrastructure needs new highly demanding machines, software, and hardware [5]. Apart from the energy and material used by manufacturing processes, industrial buildings consume considerable amounts of energy, materials and waste for construction and operation. Oesterreich and Teuteberg [1] point to benefits the construction industry could obtain through Industry 4.0, but the resource and energy optimization of industrial buildings have been regarded as secondary issues compared to the management of the production processes and workforce [34,38]. Industrial building and production systems are generally heavy, fixed, and normally irreversible once construction has been completed [40]. The service life of a building is highly dependent on the durability of the physical structure, whereas the longest lasting building component is the load-bearing structure. The load-bearing structure has a service life of approximately 30 to 300 years; in comparison to the exterior building enclosure which changes every 20 years and the building service equipment which has a lifetime of 7 to 15 years [21]. The economic life cycle of industrial buildings is characterized by very short life cycles ranging from 15 to 30 years, compared to classical buildings that range from 50 to 80 years. The prolongation of industrial buildings service life could increase economic and environmental performance but demands that the building structure accommodates flexible and expandable production layouts [18]. Geraedts [41] establishes a direct link between the flexibility of a building and its sustainability. By extending the buildings service life, the energy and emissions required to construct and operate the building can be better distributed over the years of use. Thus, the focus in flexible industrial building design needs to be on a coherent planning and respecting objectives and parameters of both the rigid building and flexible production systems.

2.2. Flexibility and Design Parameters in IIBD

It is widely acknowledged in the research and industry communities that flexible, adaptable and expandable buildings increase sustainability. Incorporating flexibility early in the design process can reduce lifetime investments in production facilities which are subject to change [42]. The flexibility of a building can be defined as its capacity to adapt to changes in use [43], while a flexible production enables the response to customer orders quickly, provides a broad product range, or introduces new products to the range effortlessly [44]. Various research defined concepts and metrics for flexibility in residential building design [17,45–47] or the adaptive re-use of office and industrial buildings [48]. Slaughter [23] presents three general types of expected building changes: changes in the function of the space, changes in the load carried by the systems and changes in the flow of people or environmental forces. Further factors influencing the buildings flexibility are the material standards, production, planning for future changes and service life, installations, financial aspects and the aspects of awareness on building flexibility [49]. Cavalliére, et al. [17] define metrics of housing flexibility such as structural modularity, geometrical regularity of plan, location of technical service, removable building elements, percentage/orientation of windows and internal mobile partitions. Geraedts [41] identifies flexibility key performance indicators and divides them in the layers of site, structure, skin, facilities and space. The indicators for structural flexibility include the surplus of the building space and floor, the surplus of free floor height, the surplus of the load-bearing capacity and the positioning of columns or facility zones, while the building
service equipment respect the surplus capacity of facilities, distribution facilities, location sources facilities along with others. Madson, et al. [19] highlighted the lack of formal design guidance, supporting flexibility within architectural and engineering systems of production facilities and describe design features for flexible manufacturing facilities such as additional floor space, fixed utility routing, additional floor-to-ceiling height, pre-investment in foundation, large column bays, modular production area and others. On the manufacturing side, Browne et al. [50] and Sethi and Sethi [51] defined the eleven most common production flexibility dimensions as: machine flexibility, operation flexibility, routing flexibility, volume flexibility, expansion flexibility, process flexibility, product flexibility, production flexibility, material handling flexibility, programme flexibility and market flexibility but neglected the factor building. Wiendahl et al. [52] introduces the term changeable manufacturing as characteristic to accomplish foresighted adjustments of the production facility structures and processes on all levels, including the factor building and describe the five transformation enablers as universality, scalability, modularity, mobility and compatibility. Other research considered the flexible design of a specific facility type such as food processing facilities [53] and pharmaceutical facilities [54]. However, the term flexibility in production is not uniform and faces three issues: (1) measuring flexibility is not easy; (2) the produced products of a plant do not always reflect its flexibility and (3) it is often unclear which general features of a plant must be changed in order to make its operations flexible [44]. A rising number of research has investigated concepts and criteria of flexibility in both building and production planning. However, flexibility in production facilities is not a one-size-fits-all approach; rather it can be cultivated at varying levels by a series of design choices [19]. The stakeholder needs decision rules to guide the use of flexibility as the choice of design decisions affect the lifecycle performance of the system, benefitting from guidance and thorough evaluation [55]. Therefore, the definition of joint design parameters for IIBD is the focus of this paper in order to provide design guidance towards flexible industrial buildings by integrating Industry 4.0 needs to support in optimization and decision-making at early project stages.

In addition to flexibility, previous research on industrial building design and construction has focused on sustainability performance, typical design criteria, processes and models. Shen, et al. [56] described the major factors affecting sustainability performance across a construction projects lifecycle and suggest considering life-cycle costs, project layout, material choice, knowledge of designers, effective communication among stakeholders and modular/standardized design to reduce waste. Shen, et al. [57] defined key assessment factors to assess the sustainability performance of infrastructure projects as stating life-cycle costs, ecological effects, effect on land, air and water, waste generation and energy savings. Rodrigues, et al. [35] stated that building materials especially the ones from load-bearing structure and enclosure systems are the main responsible for the total embodied energy and carbon in industrial buildings. As the element with the longest service life, the structural system has a vast impact on the life-cycle performance of production systems [58,59]. Nadoushani and Akbarnezhad [60] described the lateral load resisting system, material of the structure and the height of the structure as important parameter in structural hall design. San-José Lombera and Garrucho Aprea [58] presented an integrated value model for sustainable assessment of industrial buildings, defining sustainability criteria under the study cope of functionality, economy, environment, social, safety and aesthetics. Lee, et al. [61] developed a factorial design space exploration approach to support in multi-criteria design decision-making (MCDM), investigating the energy performance, environmental impact and cost effectiveness across the life-cycle, identifying the design parameter for interest are insulation values, construction types, skylight coverage and transpired solar collector coverage. Vardopoulos [62] investigated critical sustainable development factors of industrial buildings for adaptive reuse such as energy efficiency, extending the life cycle of buildings and materials, reduce greenhouse gases, reduce resource consumption and prevent urban sprawl. The above-mentioned research is remarkable but neglects the impact of changing production systems. Wiendahl, et al. [63] present
parameters and dependencies of production and building design in factories, describing primary building design criteria as demountable façade systems, enclosure system type, primary and secondary load-bearing structure type, axis grid, dimensioning and position of foundations and sprinkler systems for fire safety. A variety of research is investigating and identifying parameters for flexible industrial building design and production planning. However, a holistic summary of all relevant parameters in IIBD is lacking.

2.3. Data and Model Integration

Integrated planning in industrial building design requires a high degree of networking, coupling and coordination of processes and discipline-specific models for all involved stakeholders, leading to increased complexity. Woodhead, et al. [64] see data integration as the key factor for value creation and a need to overcome the tendency to use point solutions in construction industry. However, the goal of seamless global software interoperability in construction industry is far from being achieved [65]. The application of Building Information Modelling (BIM) bears the potential to support integrated production and building planning [1]. BIM is seen as catalyst to bring more innovation and integration in the building sector, which is still caught in silo-thinking and sequential processes. BIM can be defined as a planning tool, but more over as a planning method and modelling process. BIM addresses both geometrical- and non-geometrical data (i.e., costs, technical properties) and aims to support data exchange within an interdisciplinary planning process [66]. BIM offers a common digital knowledge platform integrating the activities of all stakeholders along the construction value chain through improved communication and coordination between stakeholders [67,68]. BIM and computer-aided simulations are already used in isolated cases, but the applications are still in classical domain-specific thinking and silo attitude of the data of the different planning disciplines, resulting in information and data losses [69]. Moreover, the integration of production planning and building design is a major challenge for BIM processes and tools [14], as there has been little research on BIM applications and workflows, interfaces and data exchange with other related departments in manufacturing companies [13]. Currently, building and production planning processes run sequentially and neglect discipline-specific interactions [70]. Major obstacles in integrating building and production planning models and processes are due to missing maturity level specifications and missing data management standards [27]. Some researchers focus on the integration of factory planning processes such as the managing of interdependencies and information of different tasks [70–73], the overall project management using component-based synthesis [74] or the integration of production planning into BIM-based building models for the operation phase [75,76]. The literature review shows that there are many research efforts on digital integration of industrial building design and production planning methods. Despite the fact that the integration of discipline-specific data and models could support decision-making and lead to improvement performance, there is currently a lack of holistic integration in IIBD.

2.4. Decision-Making Support in IIBD

Decisions made at early design stage, such as during the program and schematic design stages, have a major impact on the building performance and one need to develop design alternatives, which must be evaluated, refined, evolved and finally optimized early on [77]. Furthermore, decisions on building flexibility [78] and manufacturing flexibility [29] are more impactful when made at early design stage. An integrated design approach where all systems and components work together can lead to well-designed and cost-effective buildings, improving the overall functionality and environmental performance. Decision-making in design entails the process of generating, evaluating, and determining design alternatives to satisfy given requirements or criteria [79]. In IIBD, stakeholders are faced with the choice of multiple conflicting parameters and a vast number of complex design decisions, highlighting the need of guided decision support. The factory planning process needs quantitative evaluation of designs and systematic decision
A holistic digital factory model builds upon three fundamental components: a target setting/calculation model, a heterogeneous data integration and sufficient decision support. Numerous research studies have been conducted regarding optimization and decision-support tools for manufacturing systems. Büscher et al. presented the concept of virtual production intelligence for an integrative information system, enabling planners to integrate, to aggregate and to analyze data gathered during planning projects. Francalanza et al. developed a knowledge-based decision-making approach for designing changeable manufacturing systems. Kluczek presented an MCDM approach to assess the sustainability of manufacturing processes and Mousavi et al. demonstrate an integrated approach for improving energy efficiency of manufacturing process chains. Hawer et al. develop a process model taking into account data-based interdependencies in factory planning and adopted a modular approach, including one module respecting the factor building. Dallasega et al. investigated Industry 4.0 as an enabler of proximity for construction supply chains within a systematic literature review. The above-mentioned research is remarkable; however, it fails to fully incorporate building design. Based on the conducted research on building level, several authors proposed models concentrating on the industrial building itself. Kovacic et al. developed an economic and environmental life-cycle analysis tool for facade-systems of industrial buildings and state that long-term horizons in the decision-making process are necessary. Heravi et al. focused on social, economic and environmental aspects of industrial buildings and developed a MCDM framework for selection of optimized sustainable industrial building options. Cuadrado, et al. proposed a MCDM sustainability assessment of industrial buildings including environmental, economic and social factors, as well as other factors (employee safety, corporate image), however neglect production processes. Chen et al. integrate sustainability into the factory planning process, developing a model describing relations between factory buildings, manufacturing equipment, sustainability aspects and process planning. Bleicher et al. proposed a co-simulation tool for predicting the energy demand of production facilities in early design stage, integrating sub-systems and Chinese et al. used a multi-criteria analysis to select space-heating systems in industrial buildings. Gourlis and Kovacic analyzed the building envelope refurbishment of an existing industrial facility using BIM and identify critical parameters affecting the energy performance. The above-presented research on optimization and decision support in IIBD is remarkable, yet it focuses on either production system or building optimization and neglects a holistic approach.

In summary, BIM, digital design and optimization methods for IIBD are already used in isolated cases, but there is still a lack of interoperability and data consistency between discipline-specific tools. A large number of interrelated processes and data, sub-processes and stakeholders involved in different project phases make IIBD complex. Holistic industrial building design requires maximum stakeholder and software integration, including a vast amount of parameters from production planning, structural design, architecture and energy planning already at early design stage. However, few researchers have examined methods that explore holistic design guidance in IIBD for the needs of Industry 4.0.

This paper is addressing the collection of data to develop a formal design guideline for IIBD towards the requirements of Industry 4.0, focusing on the three levels of: objectives, technical parameters and the planning process in IIBD. The data were gathered through a multiple case study based on expert interviews. The literature research provided us with numerous parameters and the latest findings in industrial building design and production planning to expand and complete the developed design guideline. The followed methodology is described in the next section.

3. Methodology

The employed methodological approach is based on social empirical research, conducting a comprehensive literature review and a case study methodology with expert interviews. The literature review served to analyze best practices in industrial building
design and production planning, while the multiple case study with expert interviews was performed to close the knowledge gaps of the researchers and to generate technical and process knowledge [84]. Figure 1 presents the overview of the research methodology and the research outputs.

**Figure 1.** Overview of the research methodology and scope of the paper.

Based on the literature review findings, the three hypotheses (H1—Flexibility, H2—Structural design, H3—Integrated computational models), presented in Section 1, were formulated and two categorization schemes (level and context categorization) defined. The categorization served us for analysis, filtering and classifying the obtained parameters into a transparent structured design guideline.

The level categorization (O, T, P) arranges the parameters into the three categories of objectives level (O) resulting from hypothesis 1, technical parameters level (T) formed from hypothesis 2 and planning process level (P) following hypothesis 3.

- **O.** Objectives in IIBD.
- **T.** Technical parameters on industrial building and production level.
- **P.** Priorities, potentials and problems in the planning process of industrial buildings.

The context categorization (S, I, D) describes in which context the parameters are identified. Through a content analysis of the interviews conducted [84], the parameters are classified according to the expert statements into the categories of Success factors (S), Suggestions for improvement (I) and Deficits (D).

The interview evaluation followed the procedure of Bogner et al. [84] by labelling of the received statements in order to develop a plausible and theoretically sophisticated reading of expert practices in the best possible directness. Thereby, after the transcription of the interviews, a list of all relevant statements was compiled in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. According to the semantic structure and core content, each statement was allocated to a label (Lj), following an inductive “bottom-up” logic, see Section 3.1. The labelling of text fragments was necessary to make individual statements countable and comparable. First, a frequency of nomination analysis was carried out, sorting the labels by
number of mentions per stakeholder. Second, a content analysis was conducted to describe in which context the labelled statements were identified.

For the design guideline development, the labelled statements were concretized into parameter definitions ($p_i$). The parameter catalogue is structured in matrix form, classifying each parameter to one level and one context category (see Equation (1)). Equation (1) describes a parameter whose underlying statements were labelled within the label number 17, were made on planning process level and were named in context of a success factor. Finally, the interview analysis results were verified and extended by the literature research results, completing the design guideline for IIBD in Industry 4.0 which is categorized into O, T, P and S, I, D.

$$p_i \rightarrow \text{Label}_j \rightarrow \begin{pmatrix} O & S \\ T & I \\ P & D \end{pmatrix}; \quad p_8 \rightarrow \text{Label}_{17} \rightarrow \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}$$

(1)

### 3.1. Case Study Design and Definition of Labels

A multiple case study methodology with expert interviews was carried out in this study [83]. The interviews conducted with experts from the industry allowed the mapping of discipline-specific knowledge, needs and requirements in industrial building design practice focusing on Industry 4.0 aspects. Thereby, fifteen experts (five building owners, three architects, three structural engineers and four production planners) involved in five real industrial building projects, were interviewed via guided, open-ended interviews. Regarding the number of use cases to be investigated, we followed the recommendation of four to ten use cases to study [83]. The use cases were selected because they had the best accessibility to leading stakeholders. In industrial context, the availability of data is difficult because of industrial espionage. In this study, our industrial partners agreed to provide data and information from five real use cases from the production sector. When selecting the use cases, it was important to examine different types of production so as not to obtain results only for a specific production sector. Table 1 presents the use-cases involved in the study and the number of conducted expert interviews per use-case and stakeholder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Cases</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production Type</td>
<td>Cleanroom-Chip</td>
<td>Metal processing</td>
<td>Metal processing</td>
<td>Food production</td>
<td>Food production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Floor Area [m²]</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>24,000</td>
<td>4600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Building Costs [mil]</td>
<td>n.m.</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>n.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews per Use-Case</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Building Owner</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Architect</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Structural Engineer</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Production Planner</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The guided interviews were supported by an open-ended questionnaire. The questionnaire included questions about general personal and company information, about the specific use-cases and about the planning process, goals and potentials in Industry 4.0. The questionnaire structuring and the contained questions are presented in Table 2.

After the transcription of the interviews, the expert statements were allocated to labels in order to analyze the interview results. Table 3 presents the defined labels with given examples of involved statements. The labels were grouped according to the level categorization of O, T, P. On objectives level eight labels, on technical parameters level four labels and on planning process level ten labels were defined.
Table 2. Questionnaire for the guided, open-ended expert interviews within the case study.

1. Questions about General Personal and Company Information:

1.1 What discipline/profession do you belong to/what role do you usually play in projects/years of experience?

1.2 Information about the company: fields of activity/company size/general project sizes/production type.

2. Questions about the Use-Case:

2.1 Company organization: size and organization of team/process organization and coordination/interfaces.

2.2 Contract form and commissioning within the project/criteria for commissioning.

2.3 Describe the planning process: working methods/application of digital tools/data collection and exchange

2.4 Describe the communication, collaboration and exchange of information (internally and externally) within the project.

2.5 Describe the main deficits and potentials in the projects planning process and interdependencies to other disciplines.

3. Questions about Ideal Industrial Building Design Processes and Goals of Industry 4.0:

3.1 Describe an ideal planning process and requirements of successful industrial building design for Industry 4.0.

3.2 What are key criteria and goals in industrial building design for the needs of Industry 4.0?

3.3 What are successful (future) digitization and knowledge management strategies in industrial building design?

Table 3. Overview of the label structuring per level categorization for analysis and highlights some statement examples received from the expert interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O. Labels</th>
<th>O. Objectives Level (e.g., Statements)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architectural quality</td>
<td>Aesthetic, functional, sustainable buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Costs</td>
<td>Layouts which allow communication, collaboration and information flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durability Expandability Flexibility</td>
<td>Robust buildings which can accommodate to changes, robust structures and materials Plan growth areas in buildings, production and on properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean Production Energy Efficiency</td>
<td>Allow reconfigurable machine layouts in buildings (e.g., maximum span width)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency</td>
<td>Efficient heating and cooling, facade and roof insulation, sound insulation, draught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Labels</td>
<td>T. Technical Parameters Level (e.g., Statements)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture Building Service Equ. Production Planning Structural Design</td>
<td>Floor plan design, room height, daylight, building envelope, traffic areas for production Type of production line (U-, S-, I production), production process, machine types and layout Column axis grid, foundation, structural type, span width, material, consider retrofitting loads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Labels</td>
<td>P. Planning Process Level (e.g., Statements)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Planning Commissioning Communication Design Team Flexibility in Design Early Design Stage Integrated Design Interfaces Requirement planning Software</td>
<td>3D planning and models for better collision checks, presentation and visualization support Architectural contests, commissioning of a general planner, consulting for client Early communication of client and stakeholder goals, standardized and open communication Small, competent and versatile design teams, BIM manager Integration of flexibility measures for decision support, create awareness for flexible design Early integration of construction firm and structural design, early definition of goals Process and model integration, follow joint goals, quick feedback loops Different interfaces, data and software between building and production planning Demand planning and holistic understanding of processes, definition of expectations Challenging model and data exchange with other disciplines, no holistic design platform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Case Study Analysis

In this section, we present the results of the frequency of nomination analysis and the content analysis of the statements received from the expert interviews.

4.1. Frequency of Nomination Analysis

After the interview transcription, followed by the extraction and summarization of the relevant statements and the subsequent assignment of the statements to a label, an
analysis of the labels by frequency of nomination was carried out. The analysis results are organized according to the labelling structure into objectives, technical parameters and planning process level. The frequency of nomination \( (F) \) of a label is determined by the total number of statements allocated to a label divided by the total sum of labelled statements in the respective O, T, or P category, see equation 2. Furthermore, to obtain an indication of the average mentions of the label per interviewed expert \((n = 15)\), the mean value \((\mu)\) is determined, see equation 3. The Table 2 (for O), Table 3 (for T) and Table 4 (for P) present the number of statements made according to a label per stakeholder, F and \( \mu \).

\[
 F_i = \frac{\text{Sum of all statements allocated to a label } L_i}{\text{Sum of all labelled statements in a category (O, T, P)}} \]  

\[
 \mu_i = \frac{\text{Sum of all statements allocated to a label } L_i}{\text{Sum of all interviewed experts (n = 15)}} \]  

4.1.1. O. Objectives Level

Table 4 presents the frequency of nomination analysis results on objectives level categorized per stakeholder. The results reveal that most statements in the category of objectives in IIBD are related to flexibility \((F = 42\%)\). In particular, the building owners highlight the importance of designing flexible buildings and production systems. The analysis shows that the second most nominated objective is expandability \((F = 14\%)\) followed by lean production \((F = 12\%)\) and architectural quality \((F = 11\%)\). Communication counts five statements \((F = 8\%)\) and costs four statements \((F = 6\%)\), both mentioned from building owners and production planners. The energy efficiency \((F = 5\%)\) and the durability \((F = 3\%)\) are further objectives in IIBD. The interviewed architects consider flexibility, expandability and the architectural quality as main objectives, while the structural engineers seek for flexibility and increased durability of the supporting structure in design. The production planners define lean production, flexibility and expandability as goals in IIBD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label (O)</th>
<th>Building Owner</th>
<th>Architect</th>
<th>Structural Engineer</th>
<th>Production Planner</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>( \mu )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expandability</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean Production</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Quality</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Sigma )</td>
<td>Statements (n)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.2. T. Technical Parameters Level

Table 5 presents the frequency of nomination analysis results on technical parameters level. Twelve out of thirty-one statements can be allocated to the label of structural design \((F = 39\%)\), followed by eleven mentioned parameters within the label architectural design \((F = 35\%)\). Building service equipment parameters are especially highlighted by building owners \((F = 13\%)\) and production planning parameters \((F = 13\%)\) are mentioned by building owners and production planner. Building owners relate five statements to parameters in structural design for flexible industrial buildings. The architects see significant parameters in industrial building design within the label architecture (number of mentions \((n = 2)\) and structural design \((n = 1)\). Structural engineers bring up five statements, including structural
design parameters followed by two architectural design parameters. The production planners aim for free floor plans in architectural design ($n = 5$) to allow reconfiguration of production layouts in production planning ($n = 3$).

Table 5. T. Technical Parameters: Frequency of nomination ($F$) of the labels on parameters level categorized per stakeholder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label (T)</th>
<th>Building Owner</th>
<th>Architect</th>
<th>Structural Engineer</th>
<th>Production Planner</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural Design</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Service Equipment</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Planning</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Sigma$ Statements ($n$)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.3. P. Planning Process Level

The frequency of nomination analysis results on planning process level (see Table 6) demonstrate that most statements refer to the focus on the early design stage ($F = 16\%$) for successful IIBD processes. The second most nominations mention sufficient interfaces ($F = 14\%$) and the constellation and skills of the design team ($F = 13\%$). The applied software environment ($F = 13\%$) is considered as another significant aspect among all stakeholders. An integrated design approach ($F = 12\%$) was mentioned multiple times from building owners, structural engineers and production planners. Furthermore, flexibility in design ($10\%$) and 3D Planning ($F = 7\%$) are stated as requirements for effective industrial building design processes. Finally, requirement planning ($F = 6\%$) and commissioning ($F = 3\%$) do affect industrial building design processes according to the provided statements. The building owners mostly relate their statements on planning process level to interfaces ($n = 8$), integrated design ($n = 8$) and flexibility in design ($n = 7$). Architects see the focus on early design stage ($n = 6$) and the software environment ($n = 5$) as major aspects for a projects’ successes. The structural engineers make statements regarding the labels’ interfaces ($n = 12$) and the design team constellation ($n = 11$), followed by the focus on early design stage ($n = 6$) and software ($n = 6$). The most statements from production planners refer to the focus in early design stage ($n = 8$), software ($n = 7$) and flexibility in design ($n = 7$).

Table 6. P. Planning process level: Frequency of nomination ($F$) of the labels on process level categorized per stakeholder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label (P)</th>
<th>Building Owner</th>
<th>Architect</th>
<th>Structural Engineer</th>
<th>Production Planner</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus Early Design Stage</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfaces</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Team</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Design</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility in Design</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Planning</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement Planning</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissioning</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Sigma$ Statements ($n$)</td>
<td>161</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.4. Summary of the Frequency of Nomination Analysis

In total, 65 statements were identified as objectives, 31 statements were allocated to technical parameters and 161 statements were recognized regarding the planning process. Figure 2 presents the relative frequency of nominations of the labels in the form of pareto front diagrams. The diagrams contain both bars and lines, where the individual labels are represented in descending order by bars, and the cumulative total of the sample is represented by the curved red line. The pareto principle can be seen as a powerful decision-making criterion and states that the bulk of problems are the result of a few factors. Thus, to gain the largest benefits for quality and productivity improvement, the focus should be on the “vital few” as opposed to the “trivial many” [85]. The first diagram presented in Figure 2 demonstrates that the largest frequency of occurrence for objectives in IIBD is on the label flexibility (27 statements) with the largest bar, followed by expandability with 9 statements. The two most vital labels on technical parameters level are structural design with 12 statements and architectural parameters with 11 coded statements. On the planning process level, the vital statements on the pareto front are the focus on early design stage (26 statements), interfaces (23 statements), the design team (21 statements), software (21 statements) and integrated design (20 statements).

Figure 2. Frequency of nomination analysis results of the labelled expert statements on objectives, technical parameters and planning process level in form of pareto front diagrams. The labels are represented in descending order by bars and the cumulative total of the label sample is represented by the curved red line.

4.2. Content Analysis

This section presents the results of the content analysis, examining the context in which the statements were made and to determine whether a label belongs to a success factor, a suggestion for improvement or a deficit. The analysis is a deductive conclusion...
and does not represent an evaluation. A statement with a corresponding label in connection with i.e., a deficit, cannot assure that it is actually a deficit for all stakeholders as naturally goals can be conflicting among different stakeholders. Table 7 presents the content analysis results and the deductive categorization of the labels sorted by the mean value of the label mentioned per stakeholder.

4.2.1. Success Factors

The labels, thus included parameters extracted from the statements, identified as success factors have the potential to meet objectives and increase performance improvement in IIIBD for Industry 4.0. On objectives level, the statements related to flexibility, lean production, architectural quality and communication were recognized as potential success factors. The content analysis of the statements on technical parameters level shows that the labels structural design and production planning can be defined as success factors. The load-bearing structure and production systems have a high impact on flexibility, thus are important prerequisites for sustainable industrial building design. The content analysis of the statements allocated to the labels on planning process level reveals that the labels focus on early design stage, integrated design and 3D planning were made in context to a success factor.

4.2.2. Suggestions for Improvement

The content analysis on objective level reveals that suggestions for improvement level are stated within the labels of expandability, costs, durability and energy efficiency. The expert interviews reveal that the expandability of building and production areas is an important goal but often not realized in practice yet. Most of the time “slim fit” buildings are build, according to current production demands. If the design team would plan for growth areas (i.e., build one more axis grid) the business growth could correlate to the building service life. The statement analysis further reveals that currently buildings are not designed for sufficient robustness but increasing the durability of the supporting structure would allow better adaption to different use scenarios.

According to the content analysis on a technical parameters level, the architectural parameters have potentials for improvement, suggesting to focus on the maximization of the inner room height and to design the building for the current and future machine and production layout demands. In addition, the design of industrial buildings could be improved by making them suitable for automation processes, i.e., enabling driverless systems by providing more robust floors and avoiding steep ramps and narrow paths. The analyzed statements suggest an improvement of the building service parameters. It is recommended to always decouple them from the building structure to ensure a flexible media flow, thus allow flexible machine layouts. In addition, the media supply should be oversized for future retrofitting.

Suggestions for improvement on planning process level concern the design team. The design team should work with smaller teams and versatile team constellations and need precise coordination. In addition, it is recommended that all involved stakeholders must be familiar with the holistic project goals, pursuing them throughout the whole planning process to overcome silo thinking. The opinion among the interviewed experts is that currently flexibility measurements are not integrated into the planning process. However, creating awareness for flexibility to all stakeholder and providing flexibility measures as decision support at early design stage could improve the performance of a building in long term. Furthermore, the experts state that the communication culture must be improved and suggest standardized, open communication processes to improve the design process, thus project outcome.

4.2.3. Deficits

The content analysis reveals four deficits in current IIIBD practice. The interfaces between building and production planning and from 2D to 3D software are inefficient
and related with data loss. Furthermore, different stakeholders work with different levels of detail (LOD) and different closed software systems, making the data and information exchange challenging. The lack of a holistic factory design software to be able to see the effects of a planning decision on other disciplines design (i.e., allow quick collision checks) was highlighted by the experts. Moreover, the interview participants see deficits in requirement planning and commissioning. Usually, not all planning stakeholders are involved in the planning process from the very beginning, starting with the master planning. In addition, there is a lack of early communication and awareness of joint project goals that all planning disciplines should adhere to and follow throughout design and construction.

Table 7. Content analysis results: The table presents the context categorization of the labels according to the core content of the included statements into success factors, suggestions for improvement and deficits, sorting them by the mean value of the label mentioned per stakeholder.

### S. Success Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Level) Label</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>µ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(O.) Flexibility</td>
<td>Flexible buildings which allow reconfigurable layouts and processes</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P.) Early Design Stage</td>
<td>Integration, collaboration and definition of goals already at early design stage</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P.) Integrated Design</td>
<td>Stakeholder cooperation throughout all stages; Integration of building and production</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T.) Structural Design</td>
<td>Design of over-capacity of the structure to enable retrofitting and expansion</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P.) 3D Planning</td>
<td>3D planning for collision checks (structure, media, machines) and visualization</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O.) Lean Production</td>
<td>Enable reconfiguration of machines; No reservation of capacities; Pull principle</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O.) Architectural Quality</td>
<td>Design of aesthetic, representative, sustainable and functional buildings</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O.) Communication</td>
<td>Communication should be enabled throughout the whole building and layout</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T.) Production Planning</td>
<td>Respect production process in building design; Production flow; Machine types/size</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### I. Suggestions for Improvement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Level) Label</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>µ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(P.) Design Team</td>
<td>Small, competent and versatile project team; Software know-how; Follow joint goals</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P.) Flexibility in Design</td>
<td>Early integration of flexibility measures; Create awareness for flexibility</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T.) Architecture</td>
<td>Floor plan design; Room height; Design for automation; path and walkway planning through the production process</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P.) Communication</td>
<td>Improve communication culture; Standardized and open communication; Mediation</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O.) Expandability</td>
<td>Expansion areas in building, production and on property to enable business growth</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T.) Building Service Equ.</td>
<td>Customization of media supply; Flexible media flow; Decouple media and structure</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O.) Costs</td>
<td>Design to cost; Respect and minimize life-cycle costs in design stage</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O.) Durability</td>
<td>Design robust buildings/structures to enable changes; Prolong building service life</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O.) Energy Efficiency</td>
<td>Efficient air supply and exhaust; Cooling/heating; Sound insulation; Enclosure system</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### D. Deficits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Level) Label</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>µ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(P.) Interfaces</td>
<td>Inefficient interfaces from 2D to 3D and building to production models; Data loss at exchange; Different level of details</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P.) Software</td>
<td>Improve discipline-specific data exchange; No holistic factory design software</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P.) Requirement Planning</td>
<td>Early communication of requirements and goals for a holistic process understanding</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P.) Commissioning</td>
<td>Architectural competitions; early commission of all stakeholders; General planner</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Result—Design Guideline for IIBD in Industry 4.0

Hence, as final result, we summarize and merge the case study and literature review findings and present a design guideline for IIBD in Industry 4.0. Therefore, the expert statements were abstracted into parameter definitions and the design guideline for IIBD in Industry 4.0 was developed in the form of a categorized parameter catalogue in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The parameter catalogue maintains the structuring of the level categorization (O, T, P), the context categorization (S, I, D) and the label allocation.

In total, the design guideline consists of 129 identified parameters. Of those, 36 parameters were allocated to objectives, 24 to technical parameters and 69 to the planning process. Table 8 presents an exemplary structure of the design guideline table, where each parameter in O, T, P is associated with a label and a context. The parameter value corre-
sponds to the content analysis of the statements of the interviews and/or the conclusion of the literature sources.

Table 8. Exemplary table extraction of the design guideline for IIBD in Industry 4.0. The table shows the structuring of the parameters: First, the parameters are categorized into objectives, technical parameters and process level in adherence to the label assignment. Second, the parameters are indicated as a success factors, a suggestions for improvement or a deficits.

The following is a summarized description of the design guideline parameters identified from the case study and literature review:

5.1. Objective Level Parameters

In total, 36 parameters could be identified within the eight labels on objectives level: Flexibility was identified as the primary objective in IIBD for the interview participants and includes parameters such as reconfigurable machine layouts, flexible working stations and production areas that provide puffer zones. Further flexibility-related goals are a maximum free gross floor area, maximum span width with no columns inside the production area, a maximum inner hall height and the maximum process variability to enable multiple different production process scenarios in the building. Building service equipment, which is intelligently adaptable to changing machine layouts, modular construction and facades with increased openings to allow the latter adding of machines were also mentioned as objectives to increase flexibility.
Architectural quality related objectives were identified as aesthetics, maximum exposure surfaces to increase the working atmosphere and the application of sustainable, high-quality materials within design. Furthermore, a functional shape and modularity in construction are important goals for the experts towards increased architectural quality.

Expandability-linked objectives for the interviewed stakeholders are the maximization of growth areas and surplus of available floor space for expansion possibility of the building, the production and the property. Expansion should be designed with the possibility to extend production during full operation. Moreover, stakeholders recommend an early planning of expansion interfaces (i.e., expansion possibilities of structural and technical building service equipment) and evaluating the expansion capacity of the property already when purchasing new land.

Lean production was identified as the main goal for the production planners, aiming for a harmonization of need and demand in production planning. Thereby, avoiding intermediate storage in the production flow and separating value creation from logistic processes. The production capacity should follow the pull principle, avoiding capacity peaks.

Communication must be promoted throughout the whole layout and building. For effective communication and collaboration, the interview participants recommend the optimization of the positioning of building and production units. The goal is to locate production and office buildings as close as possible.

Cost goals should follow the concept design to cost and the main objective mentioned by the experts is to minimize the life-cycle costs for improved economic performance.

Durability of the building can be increased by a regular, robust and over-dimensioned load-bearing structure. The load-bearing structure’s capacity must be designed to carry future loads for retrofitting or reconfiguration of production systems. Resistant buildings aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and the resource consumption by extending the buildings service life, thus avoiding rescheduling or demolition.

Energy efficiency can be improved by optimization of the air supply and exhaust, the insulation of the façade and roof systems and the whole building envelope system with window openings.

5.2. Technical Parameters

In total, 24 parameters were defined within the four labels on technical parameters level:

Structural design-related technical parameters mentioned by the experts are the material and construction type, load-bearing system type, dimensioning and position of girder, foundations and columns and the lateral system type. Furthermore, to guarantee a surplus of the inner hall height, results in minimizing of the girder height. However, to be able to add future loads, an over dimensioning of the structural elements (foundation, columns and girder) for increased load-bearing capacity should be provided.

Architectural parameters for an IIBD are the floor plan reconfiguration (avoid special shapes and prefer orthogonal, rectangular shapes), the façade system type and the lightning/window type, thus position. Moreover, experts state to design the ramp and path situation within the building concerning reconfigurable and changing production processes. Furthermore, they suggest to plan the inner free room height with additional surplus than the current machine layout requires.

Building service equipment parameters received from the interviews are the type and dimensioning of the energy media supply, the fire protection system and the position, distribution and customizability of the utilities. Additionally, experts recommend decoupling the distribution of the media from the structural system.

Production planning related parameters suggested by the experts are the central merging of machine data, the production process flow and the production process layout. Moreover, the interview participants recommend respecting the position and dimension of machines and the working and maintenance area around the machines for the planning of space requirements.
5.3. Planning Process Parameters

In total, 69 parameters were identified within the ten labels on planning process level: The focus on early design stage label contains parameters, which are relevant for the early design stage in IIBD, including parameters such as early integration of structural design, machine layouts/sizes and different production process scenarios. Furthermore, the experts suggest carrying out an early need and goals assessment with all stakeholders and the early use and collaboration of Building Information Modeling (BIM) methods. The integration of all stakeholders including construction firms, already at master planning phase is recommended to improve the design process through increased transparency.

Interfaces related parameters mentioned by the stakeholders contain efficient interfaces amongst different stakeholder on process and model level, technological innovation integration and interoperability. Standardized exchange formats and a common digital language (decide if 2D or 3D) are prerequisites for efficient planning processes and require a well-defined coordination strategy, interface definitions and modeling guidelines. Furthermore, experts suggest the employment of a BIM-Manager.

Design Teams can improve the design process through a reliable project manager, an effective collaboration strategy and an increased experience level of the involved stakeholders. According to the experts, special discipline-specific knowledge should be exchanged and transferred through regular structured design meetings including all stakeholders. The interview partners suggest that the composition of the design team should be kept as small but versatile as possible.

Software environments in IIBD seek for the establishment of a holistic digital design platform and integrated digital models. The experts aim for software, which provides collision check and decision-making support between different domains to avoid multiple processing steps. The digital data transfer between discipline-specific software must be improved. The experts highlight the lack of a digital holistic factory design software.

Integrated design in industrial building design aims for close collaboration and data and information exchange between all disciplines in all project phases. Experts state that the integration of all disciplines needs sufficient process and model integration and should be also defined in contracts. Experts recommend a harmonization of production planning processes and models with building design processes and models.

Flexibility in design parameters mentioned by the interview participants relate to flexible design systems and flexible data exchange, the consideration of future developments already in early design stage, the awareness creation of flexibility amongst all stakeholders and the integration of flexibility measures for decision-making support.

3D planning should enable central collision checks of i.e., machines and building structure and improve visualization and presentation.

Communication related parameters in IIBD processes contain standardized communication procedures, communication of project reviews to learn from previous projects and the improvement of communication to build trust and open relationships between all stakeholders.

Requirement Planning is according to the expert statements essential in IIBD processes. The building owner needs to communicate goals and needs for the project success to all stakeholders already at requirement phase. A holistic project understanding and the process demands must be provided to all stakeholders for early order quality and joint commitment.

Commissioning is suggested by the experts to commission a general planner for improved holistic design. The interview participant recommend to balance the orders and to avoid one-sided commissioning relationships.

6. Discussion

Based on interviews with experts and analysis of literature, a novel set of parameters was identified. These parameters form a design guideline for IIBD in an Industry 4.0 environment. The analysis of the interviews reveal significant principles and opinions in
industrial building design and enabled the definition of objectives, technical parameters and planning process requirements in IIBD. Moreover, the content analysis of the expert statements allowed the classification of the identified parameters into success factors, suggestions for improvement and deficits.

The results of the interviews emphasize the crucial role of flexibility for sustainable industrial building design. Flexibility is the single criterion that all stakeholders would share when identifying objectives in IIBD. Consistently with our Hypothesis 1, we found that the experts unanimously agree that flexible buildings must have the capability to enable reconfigurable machine layouts and changes in the production processes to avoid early rescheduling or demolitions. The prolongation of the buildings service life has a positive impact on sustainability. Implementing flexibility to improve sustainability has also been investigated in the field of manufacturing [15] and residential building design [17] while some researchers study sustainability indicators in industrial building design [8,62,81]. The lack of a consistent definition of flexibility metrics for IIBD calls for future research.

In accordance with the literature and our H2, the design parameters commonly recognized as success factors in IIBD mostly relate to the structural building system. Experts described parameters such as the material and load-bearing system type, the dimensioning and position of girders, foundations and columns, the lateral system type. Moreover, the stakeholders highlight the necessity to design structural elements with excess capacity in order to allow for future retrofitting. To enable reconfigurable and extendable machine layouts experts suggest to include surplus when designing the floor plan and determining the building height. Building owners and production planners see the integration of production planning parameters such as machine types, machine sizes and production planning layouts into building design as success factors. Results from previous studies matched some of the parameters obtained from the interviews, and found additional parameters such as modular production areas, specific utility routing requirements [19], sprinkler systems for fire safety [63], insulation values and solar collector coverage [61]. The results of this study complement previous research and combine discipline-specific parameters from building owners, structural design, architecture and production planning into one holistic framework. However, in this study, a gap arises in the fact that although research community is intensively investigating the energy performance of industrial buildings [18,37,61,82] no energy or media supply planners were interviewed. In further research, energy planners will be included in the survey and the parameter catalogue expanded. Finally, although the interview and literature analysis reveal the importance of the load-bearing structure in IIBD, an industrial building design model focusing on structural performance optimization is lacking.

The most frequently mentioned criteria on the planning process level are the focus on the early design stage, integrated design and 3D planning. Those parameters are recognized as success factors by all professions. The study findings lead us to approve H3, that an integrated planning approach supported by powerful computational tools is required in IIBD practice. However, when identifying the main deficits in current industrial building design processes, the interviewed stakeholders agree that the software and interfaces currently available have major shortcomings. Several stakeholders propose the potential of BIM-related tools for IIBD, yet highlighting the lack of integrated digital design models. Interfaces from 2D to 3D and from building to production models either are lacking, inefficient or associated with data loss. The experts aim for software which enables collision checks and decision-making support to avoid multiple processing steps. Belated involvement of all planning stakeholders and the early definition of joint goals for a holistic project understanding are further identified deficits. The interviewees see improvement potential in the early involvement of experienced and versatile team members, the early integration of flexibility measures and a transparent communication and information culture. The findings on process level are in line with existing research, which recommends data integration to overcome point solutions [64] and highlights the potential of BIM for
manufacturing [13]. In industrial building design, stakeholders have to deal with more complex interrelated planning parameters compared to the design of residential or public buildings. Hence, integration in factory design is difficult due to error-prone and complex interfaces between building and production planning and the lack of maturity models [27]. Advanced modeling and simulation technologies, including BIM, parametric modeling, cloud-based simulation, and optimization algorithms have the potential for automated generation, evaluation, and optimization of multiple building design options [69]. There is a gap of digital solutions for quantitative planning success evaluation and systematic decision support models in factory planning [28]. Hence, the design of flexible industrial buildings requires a powerful computational model for multi-objective design optimization that integrates interdependent parameters and supports interdisciplinary decision-making. Such a holistic model is currently lacking and is the subject of our future research.

7. Conclusions

In the course of this paper, a design guideline for flexible industrial buildings integrating Industry 4.0 requirements was presented in the form of a categorized parameter catalogue. The research goal was to develop a common terminology and guidance to describe efficient design parameters and approaches to integrate production planning and building design. The study differs from previous research on industrial building and production planning as it aims to analyze and incorporate discipline-specific knowledge from building owners, architects, structural engineers and production planners into one holistic framework. Interviewing fifteen experts of the aforementioned domains which were involved in five real industrial building projects, enabled the collection of (O) objectives, (T) technical parameters and (P) planning process requirements in IIBD for Industry 4.0. Each defined parameter was identified based on a set of distinct expert statements. The grouping of these statements into labels allowed a frequency of nomination analysis, sorting the labels by number of mentions per stakeholder. Additionally, a content analysis aided to locate in which context the statements were made and served to classify the parameters into (S) success factors, (I) suggestions for improvement and (D) deficits. The literature review served to confirm our research findings and to expand the design guideline with additional parameters. The developed design guideline for IIBD in Industry 4.0 serves as an agile document and auxiliary tool, which is easily expandable and can always be enriched with future knowledge enhancement.

The research results provided evidence for the formulated hypotheses that the realization of sustainable industrial buildings is enabled by flexible supporting structures to accommodate fast-moving processes in Industry 4.0. An integrated design approach supported by powerful computational tools is required as industrial building design involves complex interdependencies between interdisciplinary parameters. The presented research identifies the lack of a standardized IIBD approach to realize flexible industrial buildings respecting Industry 4.0 needs already at early design stage, to move the industry towards increased sustainability. The study captures the complex industrial building design process and provides in addition to theoretical support a reference point for future research or developments. With the provided understanding, building owners, designers and engineers can begin to identify underlying design choices and approaches that enable integration and better understand the needs of industrial buildings incorporating Industry 4.0 processes. The developed design guidance provides a basis of transparency for decision-makers to not only follow their own design decision rules. The essence of the proposed parameter catalogue is indeed to go beyond defining one solution. The results of the study underline the need for multi-objective optimization models in IIBD since no single metric or objective can adequately describe the holistic distribution of industrial building design performances. The design guideline can serve as principle requirement framework to build such digital systems and highlights common objectives and parameters in IIBD. However, a limitation of the study is that the formal design guidance does not concentrate on the parameter dependencies and the mathematical formulation of objectives. Future research
should evaluate the direction and degree of interactions among the parameters to enable variables causal relationship analysis including the level of interactive influence among them. Furthermore, in the presented study, the experts interviewed were involved in industrial building projects from the cleanroom chip, metal processing and food production sectors. To refine the design guideline and gain deeper insights into impacts of different production types on building designs, more production sectors such as paper production, glass production and chemical processes should be investigated and evaluated. Another limitation is that energy planners were not included in this survey, which will be addressed in future research to extend the design guideline.

By identifying the underlying parameters, the categorized design guideline provides a means to describe coherent flexible industrial buildings for Industry 4.0. With the categories presented in this study, the building design and manufacturing industries can begin to standardize their processes and implement flexibility early in the design process. Hence, the study promotes awareness of the importance of flexibility to achieve sustainability and will support design decisions of building owners and planners towards extended industrial building life cycles. In conclusion, this research can be seen as an important milestone towards both integration of building design and production planning as well as a more holistic assessment of sustainability. The obtained results are considered of great practical significance, as building owners, production firms, architects and engineers can efficiently visualize the complex aspects surrounding industrial building design processes in Industry 4.0 environments.

The presented results set the goal for our future research, in which we aim to develop an integrated design approach and a multi-objective optimization and decision support model for automated design and visualization in virtual reality for flexible industrial buildings. Thus, we aim to place the load-bearing structure in the center of the optimization in order to improve the buildings flexibility. Follow-up studies to implement the parameters in a multi-objective optimization and decision support model will also contribute to further validate the proposed data.
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